
818

The vacuum lifter also for very porous and rough material

Operation with alternating current 230 V - 50 Hz

For manual operation / with adapter also for machine hoisting operation

TURBO M-LEVATOR
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Turbo M 120
with suction plate SP 120



Turbo M-Levator: the perfect vacuum lifter, also for
very porous materials like concrete plates, ...

The Turbo M-Levator has especially been
developed for the manual lifting of very
porous materials like natural or concrete
plates. The surface can be smooth or rough.

The strong turbine immediately adheres to
the plate after positioning. The Turbo
M-Levator first releases the panel again when
required: move lever. The power is effected
by mains supply 230 V - 50 Hz.

The suction plate is sealed by a flexible
rubber. The sealing is self-adhesive and can
easily be exchanged in case of wear and tear.
The equipment is equipped with a pressure
gauge to control the vacuum.

The carrying capacity of the suction plate is
50 kg. Bigger suction plates with a maximal
carrying capacity of 200 kg can easily be
exchanged via both toggle clamps (Fig. 9).

According to EN 13155, the Turbo M-Levator
with the hoisting module (suspension eye,
safety chain, chain box, protection against
unintentional operation) can also be applied
in the machine hoisting operation (Fig. 3).

Individual suction plates, for example for
border stones or kerbstones, are available.
Special designs for special outlines are no
problem (Fig. 4, 5).
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3 Turbo M-Levator with hoisting module

Suction plate for border stones Suction plates for kerbstones4 5



Applications
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Order No. Model Carrying Capacity Width x Length Weight

818 100 Turbo-Levator M 120 50 kg * 280 x 240 mm 14 kg

818 550 Hoisting module: suspension eye, safety chain, chain box, protection against unintentional
operation

7 kg

818 551 Hydraulic module for the hydraulic disconnection from the wheel loader: suspension eye,
hydraulic valve open/close

4 kg

818 500 Suction plate SP 120 120 kg * 310 x 600 mm 3 kg
818 502 Suction plate SP 200 200 kg * 310 x 840 mm 3 kg
818 506 Suction plate border stone LS-80 80 kg * 80 x 900 mm 5 kg
818 503 Suction plate HB 15x25 (kerbstone EN 1340, 15x25 cm) 150 kg * 140 x 900 mm 6 kg
818 504 Suction plate RB 15 (kerbstone EN 1340, B 15 cm) 150 kg * 140 x 900 mm 6 kg
818 505 Suction plate RB 18 (kerbstone EN 1340, B 18 cm) 150 kg * 180 x 900 mm 7 kg

* Maximum carrying capacity on a normal surface and at a low pressure of -0.2 bar. If this low pressure is not reached, the carrying capacity will decrease.

The Turbo-Levator is also a part of our hire equipment. Special designs on request.

Turbo M-Levator
with hydraulic
module

The linkage
of bars is

adjustable in
height and width

and it can be
dismantled for

the space saving
transport.

Turbo M-Levator
with suction plate
for border stones

Turbo M-Levator
with suction
plate SP 200
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Operation with the mini digger with
generator on the cabin. Turbo-Levator M 120
with hydraulic module and rotator: 
Hydraulic disconnection and turning via
the operator.

Turbo-Levator with suction
plate border stone LS-80
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